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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
A informative paper, suitable to educational purposes and with potential to be of general interest
because the topic is controversial and current. The small sample, the use of different perspectives
from non-gastroenterologist physicians (8% of your data) mixed with gastroenterologists mainly
without experience in the use of FMT, and the use of survey that has not been validated to make the
questions, limits the use of its findings and conclusions.
Suggestions,
1. Please provide a
reference in the sentence about "the global CDI epidemic" 2. Please provide a reference for the
"hepatic encephalopathy" condition. 3. Please provide some comments about the adverse events
related to the use of FMT (i.e., 10.1093/ofid/ofv004), just to balance the patient's positions that
apparently suggest its use because is safer than antibiotics. 4. How do you control potential bias
collecting the information in your questionary or translating the info to your computer?, Do you
validate in any way your formulary? 5. Considering that you include non-gastroenterologist
physicians to solve the questionary, how do you consider that its affects your results?, can be the title
modified in anyway to try to include this small portion of your sample? (I suggests that you consider
the use of other word like attitude or opinion more than perception to avoid any potential confusion
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with "risk perception" a kind of study described by P Slovic in Science, 1987, that is no related with
your aim). 6. The overlapping between the text of your results and the figures is unnecessary and
confusing. Please condense.
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